COMMITTEE PLANS

VARSITY PASSERS MEE
FAST SYRACUSE QUINTET IN PALESTINA TONIGHT

Captain Daveon, Chapman, Goldsmith, Myer and Witter are Listed on Variety Lineup


e

LARGEST CANDIDATES TO REPORT FOR INDOOR PRACTICE

Following the opening of options for the football team on Monday, Robert B. Roberts, coach, held his first meeting of the football teams and prospective players were given information about the various football teams that would be organized. The meeting was well attended, with many players expressing interest in participating. The next meeting will be held on Tuesday, February 15, and all players are encouraged to attend.

PERCY MACKAYE GIVES INTERESTING LECTURE

Noted American Playwright Addresses Arts Association Meeting in New York City

MAKING LECTURE TOUR EAST

Dr. Percy McKay, distinguished negro scholar and author, is making a lecture tour of the eastern states, and will deliver his first lecture in New York City on February 17. The lecture will be held in the Union League Club, and is open to the public. McKay is the author of several important works, including "The Negro in American Life," and is well known for his insights into the issues facing the African American community.

TRIANGLE ELECTS MANAGING BOARD

Editorial and Business Boards Report on New Men and Open Competition

A meeting of the Editorial and Business Boards was held this week to discuss the progress of the new men and open competition. The boards have made significant progress in selecting new members, and the meeting was held to review their work and plan for the future. The next meeting will be held next week, and all members are encouraged to attend.

HOLD FRESHMAN LACROSSE RALLY

Coach George Becker is holding a freshman lacrosse rally on Tuesday evening, March 15, in the Newman School, New York. All students are invited to attend. The rally will be held in the gymnasium, and will include a demonstration of the techniques and strategies used in lacrosse. All students are encouraged to attend.

BOXERS PREPARE FOR WEST POINT CONTENT

Coach George Becker is holding a boxers' meeting on Tuesday evening, March 15, in the Newman School, New York. All students are invited to attend. The meeting will be held in the gymnasium, and will include a demonstration of the techniques and strategies used in boxing. All students are encouraged to attend.

ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCES THREE EUROPEAN TOURS

Special Sections on Vendam, Pennsylvania, and New Amsterdam Have Been Created

RESERVATIONS NEEDED NOW

Definite announcement has been made by the Tour Association concerning the trio tour to Europe (the summer). A special section of 25 members has been organized by the Dutch government, and the members are requested to respond immediately. The tour will include visits to Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and The Hague, and all reservations must be made by March 15.
BEAT SYRACUSE

The Bed and Blue Varsity combination will face the acid test of the BIGSTICK campaign when it steps up against the facsimile of representing the University of Pennsylvania in the Pennsylvania-floated battle. At the present time the Pennsylvanians are an unknown quantity in regard to their position in the Hamilton-bounced basketball series. Although the dangers suffered in the earlier part of the season did not materialize in the score of Coach McFadden's charges, the last half of the season has thrown the team a run in from which they will have to extricate themselves if they ever hope to bring the championship trophy back to Pennsylvania. Although Penn's battle will have no bearing on the intercollegiate Loranger standing, it will see the meeting of the Blue and White in a sterner trial. In this contest not only will Penn suffer from the hands of the Crimson in the war for advantage but will indicate to its backers that they have not cracked and is still capable of dispatching the famous Red-clad squad. The Orange squad with no heads on so vital to Penn will contain the most formidable array of star players to visit the Pennsylvania this year.

The assignment which faces the Varsity is not an easy one and it is up to every local Pennsylvania to come out and help the team with this battle. The Red and White has never paired off against the Pennsylvanians when it received the backing of a properly cheering section. Let everyone present tonight and help your team today.

Percy Mackay

The University Arts Association conducted the program of excellent and educational talks which it has fostered during the past few years in bringing to Harris Hall audiences during the past two years one of the most famous dramatics of America. This latest of well-known speakers secured by the organization of Collegetown was none other than the distinguished Percy Mackay who some few better fitted to talk on the field which he covered.

Mr. Mackay is famous both as a yachtsman and a tourist. As either he is immensely entertaining and remarkably full of breezes. He is particularly wellknown for "Hotchkiss," "The Scarecrow," "Peter I," and "Jennie de Avi." As a feature of Mr. Mackay's visit to the city, the Phil Dropsy of the Arts Alliance is presenting the "The Scarecrow." The sights and tomorrow's activities are open to the public and we are taking this opportunity of writing every one who is interested in dramas to see this masterpiece, since it is very certainly well worth one's while.

A gondolier of Harvard and the University of Leipzig, Mr. Mackay is anything but new to the college atmosphere. The Pennsylvania takes the pleasure of presenting from its previous experience a program of a cordial nature.

THE BROADER SENSE OF THE WORD

The question often comes to our minds whether or not we are following the right course throughout our college career. Are we really getting anything during those four years or are we just wasting time. The answer lies entirely in the individual you take.

It is well to remember that there are different ways of being educated. One may be educated through the thorough-going one use of books or through the experiences that come forth in his mind, or through both methods. The education that comes forth in cologne cannot be denied. One great trouble, however, is that one or the other of the two ways is not ideal, as a rule, while in the other we overachieve.

We do not wish to disparage study or pleasure. We do, however, wish to emphasize the fact that college education is more than the mere absorption of facts from a book or two. That one, who does nothing but cram and grind will one day

PERRY & CO., N.B.T.

16th & CHESTNUT

UNIVERSITY MEN'S DEPARTMENT

According to the date on the document, it appears to be a second page of a newspaper article. The content seems to be a mixture of advertisements, articles, and notices. Without the complete context, it's challenging to provide a coherent summary. However, some key points include:

- An advertisement for the Penn and Ink magazine, which seems to be related to football events.
- A notice about the Pussy's rushing season, which might be a (mis)reference to a football team's rushing performance.
- A mention of the last week of the season, suggesting a focus on football.
- A call to action for students to support their team.

The document contains advertisements, notices, and a section that appears to discuss football activities, particularly the rushing performance of a football team. It may also include notices for students to support their team. Without additional context, it's difficult to provide a more detailed summary.
NOTICES

Dining Room—All following men must report to Coach Ellis as often as possible each week. Practice is being held daily between the hours of 1 and 2 P.M. in the basketball courts opposite entrance 81 in Franklin Field. This is your means of gaining credit as far as increase in concern is concerned. Pair: blur, Burton, M. Moore, Free- tleton, H. Johnson, McNeesley, Pratt, Suck, Thomas, F. R., and England. Ed- wards, H., Gnaag, J. S. Moore, Ross, George, Jenkins, Douglas, Glazier, Bishopp, Kayne, Nielson, How, Miller, W. Moore, E. Canons, Hughes, Wilson, J. New, Norton, E. Clark, etc.

Baseball—Hours for practice in Pat- ners, daily except Saturday. Friedman, 3 to 4 P.M. 

Tennis, 3 to 4 P.M.

Monday: 

Friedman, 3 to 4 P.M. 

Tuesday: 

Friedman, 3 to 4 P.M.

Wednesday: 

Byrd, 4 to 5 P.M.

Thursday: 

Byrd, 4 to 5 P.M.

Friday: 

Byrd, 4 to 5 P.M.

Saturday: 

Byrd, 4 to 5 P.M.

Sunday: 

Byrd, 4 to 5 P.M.

Yard faculty. 3 to 4 P.M. 

So practice Saturday until further an- nouncement.

Lacrosse: Managerial Competition—All

Yard manager, will be invited to sign the lacrosse managerial competition will do as be- tween one and two a clock at the Hand- ball courts reserved for lacrosse any day this week.

Massee—Massee, Fisher Friday, Feb- ruary 16, Royall Hall Music room. All Yard members.

Kite and Key Society—Important meet- ing of all interested students, 1:30 P.M. All members invited.

Music and Win-Raising Chorus—This whole members were recalled for the Finance Chorus and will report to the

Tack and Win Chorus on Wednesday, Feb- ruary 2 and Thursday, February 3.


Football—Yard and Junior Yard will get garments here that reflect

the best Oakland taste and ones that will last

for many years, as well as completely

for the College. This shop is in the center of

the administration, with the yard, and the

University of the Commonwealth and the Attorney

General of the Commonwealth.

Governor Fisher. Honors Three Graduates of Pennsylvania in Choosing Executive Portfolio

THREE MEN IN FORMER CABINET

Governor John S. Fisher of the Com- monwealth of Pennsylvania recently ap- pointed in his cabinet three prominent Pennsylvania citizens. Thomas J. Reilly, 34th Ward, 30th District, was appointed Attorney General. In, Theodore B. Appel of the Class of 1924, a graduate of the American College of Surgeons, was appointed Secretary of Health; and Mr. Charles A. Walters, 9th Ward, was honored with the Secretary of Labor and Industry.

Hildred is a member of the Penn- sylvania Athletic Club of Philadelphia and the Pennsylvania Society of New York. This new position is a known position, being a fellow of the American Society of Surgeons and the Amer- ican College of Surgeons. He holds his own in the State of Pennsylvania in Choosing Executive Portfolio

Governor Fisher.

FLYING A NEW FRESHMAN

TO SCHOOL ON FEBRUARY 19

A NEW FRESHMAN IS COMING TO SCHOOL ON FEBRUARY 19

LOOK FOR HIM!

Broadway Collection

Opposite Durlum place

MILK SHAKES

Milk Shakes

CANDIES

Luncheonette Fruits

BROADWAY MILK SHAKES CANDIES LUNCHEONETTE FRUITS

John Ward Men's Shoes

Our Philadelphia Shop

1211-1221 Chestnut Street

has shoes that are worth seeing

$7

John Ward Men's Shoes

1201 Chestnut Street

PHILADELPHIA

Grand Opening of PENN CLOTHING SHOP

February 16, 1927

260 S. 37th Street

Special Opening Offerings

A Pair of Pants Will be Given Free with Every Purchase of Ready Made Suit at $25.00 & Up.

A Spring Hat Will be Given Free with Every Purchase of Suit Made to Order at $30.00 & Up.

A Half Dozen Pairs of Bulk Socks Will be Given Away Free with Every $17.50 & Up Purchase.

A Complete Line of High Grade Haberdashery at MODERATE PRICES.

REMEMBER THE DATE: FEBRUARY 16, 1927, AT 260 S. 37TH ST.
College Man’s Influence

If you were back of the scenes in the making industry you’d be surprised how greatly the college man has influenced styles in T.O.T. Even the fashion maker has designed his styles to fit the college trend... and the latest suit is called the “University” by the entire industry; see the new college fashions and models at the Edward Comfort.

$28.75 and $38.75

EDWARD CLOTHES
MADE FOR YOU

HUPMOBILES
FORSS
NASHES
WILLYS-KNIGHTS
BUICKS

RENT A CAR
Drive It Yourself
THE MILESTONE SYSTEM, INC.

830 MARKET STREET
SUITE 300

AS automobiles increase, a better gasoline and oil service will be essential. What has been done by rule-of-thumb will be done scientifically.

Already there has been great progress—but that is relatively nothing, compared with what is to be.

In this, Bowser will lead—and those who are with Bowser will grow accordingly!

S.F. BOWSER & COMPANY, Inc.
Dependable Pumps and Tanks
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA, U.S.A.
TOMSK - LONDON - PARIS - SYDNEY

BROMLEY'S
NEW YORK
Clothiers Haberdashers

Showing at PENN DRUG CO.
TODAY
Representative—DUDLEY HARTMAN

STUDENTS PLAN JOURNEY
TO STUDY SOVIET RUSSIA

Student Council of New York City Gives
impetus to Movement for Second Journey

PLAN TO STUDY SOVIET RUSSIA

Many students in the vicinity of New York City are seriously thinking of making a trip to Russia shortly after the war which will take a short time ago. Many of the colleges in the East have been asked to help in choosing a national committee to arrange the project. A report has been given to the council of the Student Council of New York University on the possibilities of the proposition in short time ago.

One of the main objects of the trip is to study, at first hand, the economic situation of Russia. The first trip was successful beyond all expectations and it is clear that this great interest in the project is extended. It is realized that nothing can be done without the help of a great many students, and it was with this in mind that the help of the Student Council of New York was asked.

The Student Council of New York is the outcome of a solution of questions by international conversations. It was organized with the following purpose: To unite the students of New York colleges to interest them in local, national, or international problems; to speak to the needs of a community; and to secure an expression of student opinions on all subjects of vital interest.

The Council has been very busy the past two months, in working up a publicity campaign so that all the students interested might have an opportunity to join the delegation. The members of the Council, will be limited to a carefully selected representative group of undergraduates, alumni and recent graduates deeply interested in the Soviet social and political experiment.

William Shaving Cream

Why this Lather gives smoother shaves

THE trouble with most shaves is that the beard is not completely softened. This means half-cut hairs, "pulling" razor. Williams Shaving Cream corrects this state of affairs by producing a lather simply saturated with moisture. This moisture drenches the beard bristles soft for easy cutting. At all dealers, 35c and 50c.

ABOLISH autointoxication!

No use trying to rise and shine while you’re keeping yourself half-dead from self-generated poisons.

Put your digestion on automatic by eating Shredded Wheat. It will help you to balance your daily diet.

BRAN, SALTS, VITAMINS, PROTEINS and CARBOHYDRATES are all contained in Shredded Wheat. What it is appointing and digestible form. Crop-distributing thugs of vital body-building nutrients. Two daily biscuits of Shredded Wheat give regularly will make you fit and keep you fit. Begin now and see!